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Bridge in southern Japan is the world's longest bridge. The Akashi but the Guinness Book of World Records
measures the longest bridges. Apr 23, 2013. Whether they stretch across lakes, gorges, or even swamps these are
the 25 longest bridges in the world. 10 Longest Bridges Around the World - Top Ten Lists Apr 29, 2013. Bridges
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biggest bridges largely Longest Bridge In The World To Connect Hong Kong, Pearl River. Apr 15, 2014. No river is
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World - Insider Monkey Sep 6, 2015. This huge bridge transects its namesake, the Jiaozhou Bay, at three points. It
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28, 2013. The world's longest continuous bridge over water is the Lake Pontchartrain Causeway in southern
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Jun 1, 2011. Earlier this year China opened the Quindao Haiwan Bridge, the world's longest bridge over water
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Longest Bridge Longest Bridge in the World - LiveScience This is a list of the world's longest bridges more than two
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with the history of human civilization. This is a list of the world's top ten longest bridges World's Longest Sea Bridge
ShortList Magazine 23 hours ago. When completed, the 42km-long Hong Kong–Zhuhai–Macau Bridge will be one of
the longest bridges above water in the world, constructed 10 Highest Bridges In The World 10 Most Today ?Jun
30, 2011. The 26.4 mile-long Qingdao Haiwan Bridge - the world's longest bridge over sea water - opens to traffic
in China. Jun 30, 2011. China has opened the world's longest cross-sea bridge - which stretches five miles further
than the distance between Dover and Calais. World's Longest Bridges Travel + Leisure Three cities, one bridge -
South China Morning Post The World's Longest Sea Bridge, the Qingdao Haiwan Bridge, has opened in China.
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Kong, Macau, Zhuhai, span, transport network, cutting edge technology, tourism, Pearl River Delta, World's
Longest Bridge Spans - LBE Feb 21, 2014. Not that the world's longest suspension bridge has it any easier: every
day, 23,000 cars pass over a structure that must withstand earthquakes. That is a bridge too far: World's longest
sea bridge opens to traffic in. A recent article on CNN Travel from Travel + Leisure listed the world's longest
bridges of various types – from natural to man-made, over water to high in the sky. 10 of the world's longest
bridges - CNN.com Longest Bridge Spans are categorised in the following tables according to the structural type of
the main span. The Span means the main span of a bridge Top Ten Longest Bridges in the World List - What
Bridge is the. The World's Longest Bridge - Scientific American Oct 27, 2015. Even the shortest of the 11 longest
bridges in the world is over 29000 meters in length. Building a bridge is not an easy task by any means. 25 Longest
Bridges In The World - List25 Jun 30, 2011. At more than 26 miles, the Jiaozhou Bay bridge is about two miles
longer than Louisiana's Lake Pontchartrain Causeway. Video: China opens world's longest sea bridge - Telegraph
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